
Rydoo is a best-in-class expense management 

solution, saving time and frustrations for your finance 

team and employees while improving forecasting and 

analysis. 


Rydoo is an integrated solution that streamlines the 

entire business travel and expense process with add-

ons such as ERP Integrations, Insights & Reporting, 

and Audits. With Rydoo, employees can now capture 

and submit expenses on the go whilst giving finance 

teams full visibility on the total cost of expenses.

With over 1 million happy users from over 160 

countries, Rydoo enables companies to be in control, 

fully automated,  locally compliant in multiple 

countries, and eliminate inefficient expense reports.

Who’s Rydoo ?

Key Features
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 Be in Control - Rydoo takes away all the frictions and stress to do with expenses. Finance 

leaders can focus on more important tasks knowing that everything is controlled 

automatically, the finance team is unburdened of manual tasks, and expenses are compliant

 Extensive Local Compliance - Rydoo makes it easy to follow local rules and regulations for 

all your employees when submitting, approving, or declaring expenses. No matter what 

those baffling Per Diems, UK mileage rules, German 3-month regulations, or French carte 

grise are to you

 Ease of Use - Rydoo was designed with one goal in mind: to have you spend the least 

amount of time possible in it. Meet the one business tool you and your employees will love

 Eliminate Expense Reports - Simply put, line-by-line expensing means submitting and 

approving expenses as they incur, aligning the process with current expense behaviour. With 

line-by-line expensing, organisations say goodbye to building expense reports and simplify 

the process

 Handle Expenses on the go - Snap pictures of your receipts when you get them. Rydoo 

technology reads them in seconds and stores them safely for years. Retrieve your receipt 

whenever you need it.

Specific Group x Rydoo

Your SAP Integration has never been easier!



Rydoo has been working hand-in-hand with Specific Group for a 

long time now, enabling their customers to enjoy the extensive 

competencies that the international firm offers.


, the big german-headquartered insurance company, with more 

than 4,400 employees, used the joint forces of Rydoo and Specific 

Group to enable a sFTP integration within SAP, in order to sync 

human resources data and expense exports.

Arag

Specific Group is an international  IT specialised firm, that enables local and global customers in their integration 

and implementation projects. Their DNA is in the digitalisation of banking services, having served banks and 

financial institutions in the implementation of strategic projects in modern software development since 1998, and 

these international experiences and insights have developed a strong and reliable competence that Rydoo 

chose to offer to its customers.



Indeed, Specific Group help Rydoo clients implement and integrate within their SAP environment, for a smoother 

and more reliable data exchange, and user experience.

Who's Specific Group ?

Success story
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https://www.arag.com/en/


Specific Group delivers bespoke integrations for both sFTP and API between Rydoo and existing SAP 

landscapes

 API - for companies looking to modernise and take advantage of the flexibility of API, Specific Group can 

synchronise your user data with your HR platform, and controlled expenses can be imported to your 

Accounting platform. “Projects” is an optional extra for clients who need it.

 sFTP - for companies looking for a straightforward file-sharing solution via sFTP, Specific Group can 

synchronise your user data with your HR platform and import controlled expenses to your Accounting 

platform. “Projects” is an optional extra for clients who need it.

Technical Expertise

1M+ professionals are using Rydoo across 85 countries

For more information, please reach out to connect@rydoo.com.

rydoo.com    hello@rydoo.com|
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